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don't have children, our civilization will cease to exist. The "unmentionable elephant in the room", he tells us,
Majority World Theology Gene L. Green 2020-12-01 More Christians live in the Majority World than in Europe

is sex, properly understood. Religious liberty is being attacked in the name of "sexual liberty", in other words,

and North America. Yet most theological literature does not reflect the rising tide of Christian reflection coming

abortion. Kreeft encourages us to fight back—with joy and confidence—with the one weapon that will win the

from these regions. Bringing together theological resources from past and present, East and West, this work

future: children.

engages conversations with leading global scholars on theology, faith, and mission for the enrichment of the

Becoming Whole and Holy Jeannine K. Brown 2011-02-01 This Christian formation text combines insights from

entire church.

social science, biblical studies, and ethics to present a dynamic vision of human holiness and wholeness.

For the Life of the World Miroslav Volf 2021-09-21 Christianity Today 2020 Book Award (Award of Merit,

An Introductory Dictionary of Theology and Religious Studies Orlando O. Espín 2007 Spanning the gamut from

Theology/Ethics) Outreach 2020 Recommended Resource of the Year (Theology and Biblical Studies) The

"Aaron" to "Zwingli," this dictionary includes nearly 3,000 entries written by about sixty authors, all of whom

question of what makes life worth living is more vital now than ever. In today's pluralistic, postsecular world,

are specialists in their various theological and religious disciplines. The editors have designed the dictionary

universal values are dismissed as mere matters of private opinion, and the question of what constitutes

especially to aid the introductory-level student with instant access to definitions of terms likely to be

flourishing life--for ourselves, our neighbors, and the planet as a whole--is neglected in our universities, our

encountered in, but not to substitute for, classroom presentations or reading assignments. - Publisher.

churches, and our culture at large. Although we increasingly have technology to do almost anything, we have

Revelation 1999-01-01 The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind

little sense of what is truly worth accomplishing. In this provocative new contribution to public theology, world-

in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will

renowned theologian Miroslav Volf (named "America's New Public Intellectual" by Scot McKnight on his Jesus

fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Creed blog) and Matthew Croasmun explain that the intellectual tools needed to rescue us from our present

Catholic Theology Tracey Rowland 2017-01-26 Rowland showcases here the dominant contemporary

malaise and meet our new cultural challenge are the tools of theology. A renewal of theology is crucial to help

approaches to doing Catholic theology. Chapter 1 offers a summary of the two International Theological

us articulate compelling visions of the good life, find our way through the maze of contested questions of

Commission (ITC) documents on the discipline of Catholic theology. These documents set out the general

value, and answer the fundamental question of what makes life worth living.

principles which should govern any approach to Catholic theology (at least according to the ITC). The

Religion and Rational Theology Immanuel Kant 2001-03-19 This volume collects all of Kant's writings on

subsequent chapters each focus on one of four different approaches frequently found in contemporary

religion and rational theology.

Catholic academies: the approach of Thomists, members of the Communio milieu, members of the Concilium

Apocalyptic Thought in Early Christianity (Holy Cross Studies in Patristic Theology and History) Robert S.J.

milieu and promoters of different varieties of Liberation Theology. Rowland's work is pitched at the level of

Daly 2009-06-01 This volume explores how early Christian understandings of apocalyptic writings and

first time students of theology who are trying to make sense of the methodological choices which undergird

teachings are reflected in the theology, social practices, and institutions of the early church. It enables pastors

the different approaches to Catholic theology. Rowland concludes with four appendices: a list of all Doctors of

and serious students of the Bible--particularly those interested in patristics and church history--to read the

the Church, a list of all encyclicals since the 19th century, a list of the documents of the Second Vatican

book of Revelation and related writings through ancient Christian eyes. This is the second volume in Holy

Council, and a list of definitions of the various Christological heresies which were the subject of the debates of

Cross Studies in Patristic Theology and History, a partnership between Baker Academic and the Stephen and

the early Church Councils. These appendices will provide useful reference tables for young scholars, including

Catherine Pappas Patristic Institute of Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology in Brookline,

seminarians.

Massachusetts. The series is a deliberate outreach by the Orthodox community to Protestant and Catholic

A Place in the Sun Theo Witvliet 1985

seminarians, pastors, and theologians. In these multiauthor books, contributors from all traditions focus on the

Karl Barth's Doctrine of Holy Scripture Klaas Runia 2018-11-27 Hardly any Christian doctrine is discussed so

patristic (especially Greek patristic) heritage.

much today as that of Holy Scripture. Innumerable books are published about it, and official discussions in

Majority World Theology Gene L. Green 2020-12-01 More Christians live in the Majority World than in Europe

many churches are concerned with it. Karl Barth’s doctrine plays a great part, whether positively or negatively,

and North America. Yet most theological literature does not reflect the rising tide of Christian reflection coming

in all of these discussions and reports. His stature is so great that no one can deal with the problem of Holy

from these regions. Bringing together theological resources from past and present, East and West, this work

Scripture without considering Barth’s view and defining his own position over against it. Indeed, many aspects

engages conversations with leading global scholars on theology, faith, and mission for the enrichment of the

of Barth’s view have come to be generally accepted as beyond criticism. Such uncritical acceptance is itself a

entire church.

good reason to devote a special study to Barth’s doctrine of Holy Scripture, because, no matter how we

Marriage Curt Hamner 2018-11-06 Never has the sacred covenant of marriage been more maligned than it is

assess it, the Church Dogmatics of Karl Barth is one of the greatest forces in the modern theological world. In

today. It can be difficult to know how to respond to a culture that is becoming more and more antagonistic to

its vastness and variety, its comprehensiveness and detail, it constitutes a challenge to every school. Nor is it

biblical beliefs about marriage. And this is a topic worth getting right. Marriage was given to us as a picture of

to be met by caricature or sweeping generalization. The individual themes demand searching analysis and

the triune God in relationship with his people, which means what we believe about marriage is indissolubly

appraisal at the exegetical, historical, and dogmatic levels at which Barth himself develops them. Only on the

tied to what we believe about God and his creating and saving purposes. Therefore, it is more important now

basis of detailed treatment can there be ultimate understanding and assessment of the whole. It is because

than ever that we think theologically and carefully about what marriage is and how we live faithfully in it.

Dr. Runia tackles this preliminary problem that his present work is so significant. He does not add to the list of

Marriage: Its Foundation, Theology, and Mission in a Changing World is the much-needed work on marriage

general books. Choosing a critical and sensitive area, he devotes himself to the concentrated task of

for this generation and the next. Rooted in a scriptural understanding of marriage, it thoughtfully engages the

presenting the Barthian teaching on inspiration in its normative form. In the course of his analysis he

issues surrounding marriage being debated today and lays the groundwork for the crucial conversations of our

examines the proposed biblical basis of Barth’s statement and brings it into lively interaction with the

day. Each section contains chapters from trusted theologians as well as experienced practitioners who work

Reformation tradition which Barth believes that he represents. By means of a thorough inquiry into the single

with couples daily. Rediscover the beauty of God’s design for marriage and be strengthened to stand firm

point, Dr. Runia thus gives us a far more informative, stimulating, and authoritative criticism that is possible in

amidst any challenges the world may bring

more comprehensive studies. The result is a valuable work which deserves to be widely studied and which

A Dissertation on the Life, Theology, and Times of Dr. Jeremy Taylor Ernest Horatio May 1892

should serve as a model for similar investigations into the many detailed themes of the Dogmatics. It is

How to Destroy Western Civilization and Other Topics Peter Kreeft, Ph.D. 2021-03-18 Peter Kreeft presents a

characterized by an honesty and relevance which gives it more than a narrowly academic interest. The real

series of brilliant essays about many of the problems that undermine our Western civilization, along with ways

problems are faced, and it is candidly the most orthodox of statements. Yet the great verities of the traditional

to address them. "These essays are not new proposals or solutions to today's problems," he says. "They are

doctrine emerge the clearer and stronger for this powerful discussion, and in such a way that they may again

old. They have been tried, and have worked. They have made people happy and good. That is what makes

make their salutary impact on a wider theological front.

them so radical and so unusual today." In his witty, readable style, Kreeft implores us to gather wisdom and

How to Be Holy Peter Kreeft 2016 "Life, in the end, has only one tragedy: not to have been a saint." – Léon

preserve it, as the monks did in the Middle Ages. He offers relevant philosophical precepts, divided into

Bloy The ever-popular and prolific Peter Kreeft says that the most important question he has written about is

various categories, that can be collected and remembered in order to guide us and future generations in the

how one becomes holy; or to put it another way, how one becomes a saint. This question is central to all the

days ahead. Kreeft emphasizes that the most necessary thing to save our civilization is to have children. If we

great religions, Kreeft demonstrates, for striving toward holiness, moving toward perfect love, is the whole
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purpose of life. Kreeft admits that he is only a beginner on the climb to holiness, and it is to novices like him

the discarded idiom and rediscover the depth and splendor of holiness. What are some practical implications

that he has written this engaging and encouraging book. Using the insights and experiences of saints and

for theological and spiritual practice? Two broad categories express the particularity of the Church in the

great spiritual writers throughout history, Kreeft shows what holiness is and how it can be achieved. He

world. As such the Church must maintain peculiarity to the world. First, holiness properly understood speaks

especially draws upon the spiritual classic Abandonment to Divine Providence by Jean-Pierre de Caussade,

to being and acting in a way that reflects both a regenerated life in Christ and the ongoing renewal in Christ

S.J. The core of Caussade's timeless gem is that God reveals himself to all of us through the daily events of

by the power of the Holy Spirit. Secondly, holiness as a lifestyle must include at least three principles: rest,

our lives. The surest way toward spiritual growth, therefore, is by perceiving and accepting the merciful will of

being, and doing. These three standards undergird a life of conviction of faith and practice, worship for God,

God in every situation. Kreeft stresses the simplicity of his approach to holiness, which focuses mainly on the

and service to others. A holy life follows Christ and is Spirit-filled. It is unbent by society, which is numb to

virtue of love. Sanctity is love, he asserts, and only that can give us what we all long for—deep and lasting

what God wants.

joy.

Spirit Wind Peter L. H. Tie 2020-12-29 Spirit Wind, a collaborative investigation into the works and person of

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know about Heaven Peter Kreeft 1990 "Standing on the shoulders of C.S.

the Holy Spirit, clearly and richly demonstrates diversity in theological perspectives but unity in the Christian

Lewis", Kreeft provides a look at the nature of heaven. A refreshingly clear, theologically sound glimpse of the

faith. All theological discussions should aim at humbly respecting theological distinctiveness while sincerely

"undiscovered country". Kreeft speaks to the heart and the mind for an unexcelled look at one of the most

encouraging theological conversations. Spirit Wind offers itself to achieve just that. Spirit Wind consists of nine

popular, yet least understood, subjects in religion.

chapters written by nine Chinese theologians, born in the Orient and trained in the West, who are now serving

Called to be Holy in the World Timothy H. Maschke 2016-03-18 Called to be Holy in the World presents an

passionately as seminary professors in Australia, Singapore, Taiwan, or the United States. Each author

overview of the history of Christianity from Pentecost to the present. Written from a Lutheran perspective, this

endeavors to explain the person and works of the Holy Spirit not only from Chinese standpoints but also from

book introduces the reader to key Christian figures and movements as it encompasses a broad view of God's

biblical, historical, and cultural/pastoral perspectives, and yet all chapters are theological in nature. No

work in the world. The story after all is God's story. As His story it is centered in Christ's cross, but extends

theologian claims to capture all matters about the Spirit, but every author of this book is captivated by the

around the globe as Christians lived and continue to live out their particular vocations as holy people in the

powerful presence, sovereign freedom, and beautiful operations of the Holy Spirit. You will be, too!

world. As a resource for students of all ages, this book surveys how Christianity confronted the world and how

Holier Than Thou Jackie Hill Perry 2021-08-17 If God is holy, then He can’t sin. If God can’t sin, then He can’t

Christians tried to balance the challenges of living wholly and holy in the world. Historical information on

sin against you. If He can’t sin against you, shouldn’t that make Him the most trustworthy being there is?

various controversies provides background information for the volume on Christian doctrine in this series,

Bestselling author Jackie Hill Perry, in her much anticipated follow-up to Gay Girl, Good God, helps us find

Called by the Gospel. Organized in a unique style, each of the twenty-one chapters deals with one century of

the reason we don’t trust God— we misunderstand His holiness. In Holier Than Thou, Jackie walks us through

Christian history. Discussion questions and reading guides along with informative side bars provide additional

Scripture, shaking the dust off of “holy” as we’ve come to know it and revealing it for what it really is: good

educational resource and reference material for further study.

news. In these pages, we will see that God is not like us. He is different. He is holy. And that’s exactly what

Creator Spirit Steven R. Guthrie 2011-05 "Art is often viewed as being inherently spiritual. But what does it

makes Him trustworthy. As it turns out, God being “holier than thou” is actually the best news in the world,

mean to describe an experience of art or beauty as spiritual? Is there a relationship between the spiritual

and it’s the key to trusting Him.

experience a person has in the presence of a work of art and the Holy Spirit of Christian faith? Theologian,

The Holy Spirit Stanley Hauerwas 2015-10-06 Do you realize what baptism really means? Through the Holy

musician, and educator Steven Guthrie examines particular areas of overlap between spirituality, human

Spirit we become part of the Body of Christ! The work of the Spirit is often thought of as “inspirational,” but

creativity, and the arts with the goal of sharpening and refining how we speak and think about the Holy Spirit.

it’s more than a personal experience and this book challenges some of those individualistic and subjectivist

Through his exploration of the many different connections between art and spirituality, Guthrie uses the arts

accounts. You’ll come to understand that the Holy Spirit is who God is and what God does as the Trinity. And

as a creative lens for exploring the Holy Spirit and offers a unique introduction to pneumatology. He also

you’ll learn how to prayerfully embrace this gift that created the church and become empowered to live out

introduces an important idea from the early church that is now unfamiliar to many Christians: the Holy Spirit is

holy love and friendship in the world. “Hauerwas and Willimon are among the most reliable teachers of the

the humanizing Spirit, whose work is to remake our humanity after the image of the perfect humanity of Jesus

church. Ours is a time when faithful teaching is urgent in the church that is compromised, bewildered and

Christ.This clear, engaging theology of the arts will be of interest to professors and students in theology and

domesticated. This study by these trustworthy teachers on the Holy Spirit is a robust affirmation of the way in

the arts, pneumatology, and systematic theology courses as well as thoughtful lay readers, Christian artists,

which core claims made concerning God’s Spirit matter concretely in the life of the church. This book is an

worship leaders, and pastors" -- Publisher description.

invitation to fresh learning, to repentance, and to the recovery of missional nerve.” -Walter Brueggemann,

Found Theology Ben Quash 2014-02-20 How can theology respond to changing historical circumstances

Columbia Theological Seminary "For too long many Christians have neglected the Holy Spirit; some even fear

imaginatively and creatively? This book seeks to answer this question.

the Holy Spirit. Hauerwas and Willimon challenge them to rediscover the Comforter, the Advocate, for the

What is Negative Theology, and who are Its Abettors?, Or, Silent Long (Mr. Lynch) and His Teachings

renewal of the Christian church and the world. This is a welcome and much needed corrective to common

Weighed in "the Balances of the Sanctuary" Brewin Grant 1857

Christian forgetfulness of the Spirit.” -Roger E. Olson, Foy Valentine Professor of Christian Theology and

Doors in the Walls of the World Peter Kreeft 2018-06-14 "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Ethics, George W. Truett Theological Seminary, Baylor University "The Holy Spirit is too often considered the

than are dreamt of in your philosophy."— Hamlet After William Shakespeare's Horatio sees the ghost of

junior partner of the Trinity. Therefore, this book by two eminent churchmen is a cause for celebration,

Hamlet's father, and scarcely believes his own eyes, Hamlet tells him that there is more to reality than he can

reminding us of the importance and vitality of an orthodox view of God's Spirit." -Tony Jones, author of Did

know or imagine, including ghosts. Hamlet's statement suggests that the walls of the material world, which we

God Kill Jesus? andtheologian-in-residence at Solomon’s Porch in Minneapolis. He teaches theology at Fuller

perceive with our senses and analyze with our intellects, have doors that open into the More beyond them.

Theological Seminary and United Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities. "When these two long-time

Philosopher Peter Kreeft explains in this book that the More includes "The Absolute Good, Platonic Forms,

theologian-friends and disciples of Jesus, gather in a room to write, you can be sure that you will hear a

God, gods, angels, spirits, ghosts, souls, Brahman, Rta (the Hindu ontological basis for cosmological karma),

sound of a rushing mighty wind, feel the heat of holy fire, and be ignited by dynamite on the page as you

Nirvana, Tao, 'the will of Heaven', The Meaning of It All, Something that deserves a capital letter." With razor-

read. Whether it be theTrinity, Pentecost, holiness, or the last things, this is not just another book, this is

sharp reasoning and irrepressible joy, Kreeft helps us to find the doors in the walls of the world. Drawing on

literary bread from heaven fed to you by anointed servants of the Holy Spirit. Take, eat and be filled with the

history, physical science, psychology, religion, philosophy, literature, and art, he invites us to welcome what

Spirit of Christ!" -Luke A. Powery, Dean of the Chapel and Associate Professor of Homiletics, Duke University

lies on the other side so that we can begin living the life of Heaven in the here and now.

This engaging and accessible pneumatological overview,written by two leading voices of theological wisdom

The Future of Jewish Theology Steven Kepnes 2012-10-25 This engaging argument for the future of Jewish

and church renewal, is a rich collaborative discussion, which weaves together poignant and wide-ranging

theology, written by a renowned Jewish scholar, provides a rounded introduction to the faith, its history, and

doctrinal insight (from the historic creeds, to the Wesleyan heritage, to contemporary Pentecostalism),

its place in the modern world. Explores foundational Jewish structures and concepts through the discussion

punctuated by perceptive liturgical applications, fresh biblical expositions, memorable testimonial observations,

and interpretation of Jewish texts Argues that we must acknowledge holiness as a ritual and ethical reality in

and passionate pastoral appeals – all driving toward the earnest prayer of its authors, "Come, Holy Spirit!" -

order to heal the rift between different forms of Jewish practice and theology Covers historical context as well

Rickie D. Moore, Associate Dean of the School of Religion, Professor of Old Testament, Lee University

as the relations between Judaism, Israel and the wider world today Speaks to both Jews and non-Jews and

The Earth is God's William A. Dyrness 1997 Noting that "Christians in the 20th century have not been able to

demonstrates through textual readings how Jews, Christians, and Muslims can understand and share their

make up their minds whether God and our corporate lives have anything to do with each other," Dyrness

theological riches

explores the century's theological trends. Citing the impact of contemporary hermeneutics, Dyrness shows

Being Holy in the World Nicholas J. Healy 2011 "In Being holy in the world, Nicholas Healy and D.C.

how the Bible still functions as a master narrative wherein Christians can find themselves. Dyrness addresses

Schindler presents the first book-length study of David L. Schindler's thought, compiling essays by twelve

various aspects of contemporary culture, constructing a theology of embodiment that connects culture and

scholars that examine Schindler's Trinitarian theology, ecclesiology, anthropology, and metaphysics in the

worship in concrete ways.

context of the encounter between Christianity and contemporary culture"--Page [4] of cover.

The Acts of the Apostles P.D. James 1999-01-01 Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of

Holy Spirit, Holy Living Antipas L. Harris 2013-07-26 The language of holiness seems outdated. It is a word

Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's

that comes to us thwarted by a negative history, associated with undesirable restrictions and oppressive

disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a background of

legalisms. What do you do with a term that has been negatively socialized, even among churches, when the

persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James

God of the Bible clearly states that He wants His people to be holy? Holy Spirit, Holy Living aims to dust off

What on Earth Is God Doing? Renald Showers 2003-01-01 Walk from creation to eternity in a way
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guaranteed to change your view of the world. You'll finally understand the war Satan is waging against God

Barth's work refocused the task of Christian theology and demonstrated its relevance to every domain of

and how that conflict has affected history, including the persecution of Jewish people and Christians.

human life, from the spiritual to social to the political. It is precisely the broad sweep of Barth's theology that

God at Work in the World Lalsangkima Pachuau 2022-06-14 A leading scholar offers an up-to-date

makes a book like "The Great Passion" necessary -- a succinct yet comprehensive introduction to Barth's

articulation of the theological grounding of the missionary endeavor. Lalsangkima (Kima) Pachuau argues that

entire theological program. Of the many people who write on the life and thought of Karl Barth, Eberhard

theology of mission deals with God's work in and for the world, which is centered on salvation in Christ

Busch is uniquely placed. A world-renowned expert on Barth's theology, he also served as Barth's personal

through the power of the Holy Spirit. Pachuau brings a global perspective to mission theology, explains how

assistant from 1965 to 1968. As Busch explains, one cannot fully understand Barth the theologian without

theology of mission is related to theology as a discipline, and recognizes recent critiques of "missions,"

also understanding Barth the man. In this book he weaves doctrine and biography into a superb presentation

offering a compelling response rooted in the very nature of God.

of Barth's complete work. Busch purpose in this introduction is to guide readers through the main themes of

Christian Theology Adam Clarke 1849

Barth's monumental "Church Dogmatics" against the horizon of our modern times and problems. In ten

Theology for Earth Community Dieter T. Hessel 2003-08-18 This volume brings together original essays by

sections Busch clearly explains Barth's views on all of the major subject areas of systematic theology: the

both seasoned professionals and emerging scholars who examine state-of-the-art scholarship and pedagogy

nature of revelation, Israel and christology, the Trinity and the doctrine of predestination, the problem of

in ecologically-alert theology. Authors assess what various theologians have to offer, and draw implications for

religion, gospel and law, creation, salvation, the Holy Spirit, eccclesiology, and eschatology. A distinctive

reshaping religious and environmental studies, as well as preparing the next generations of church leaders or

feature of the book is the way Busch lets Barth speak for himself, often through surprising quotations. Busch

pastoral workers. What needs to be done, these authors ask, to bring biblical studies, systematics, social

also shows how Barth's writing should be read as a dialogue, constantly and consciously engaging other

ethics, practical theology, spiritual formation, and liturgy up to speed with eco-justice thought and action on

voices past and present, both in and outside of the church. Most important of all, however, is the way the

environmental questions?

book demonstrates that Barth'sthought is not only still accessible today but also remarkably helpful. How good

The Congregationalist and Christian World 1907

it is that the author of the rich Karl Barth biography has drawn anew on his intimate acquaintance with the

The Holiness of God R. C. Sproul 2013-03-22 Central to God’s character is the quality of holiness. Yet, even

person and work of Barth to introduce the theology of the "Church Dogmatics." In this study we are engaged

so, most people are hard-pressed to define what God’s holiness precisely is. Many preachers today avoid the

by a theology that, as if stubbornly, asked and still asks different questions, addressed and still addresses

topic altogether because people today don’t quite know what to do with words like “awe” or “fear.” R. C.

things other than what in Barth's own time and also now in ours claims to be at the center of the science of

Sproul, in this classic work, puts the holiness of God in its proper and central place in the Christian life. He

theology. Eberhard Busch has written a passionate, wonderfully readable book that portrays how "thinking"

paints an awe-inspiring vision of God that encourages Christian to become holy just as God is holy. Once you

about the friendliness of God for humanity' can itself becomes a great passion.

encounter the holiness of God, your life will never be the same.

The Holy Communion, Its Philosophy, Theology, and Practice Bernard DALGAIRNS (name in religion of John

The Holy Fool Timothy Fairfax Pope 2003 J.M.R. Lenz is remembered as the most creative and original of

Dobrée Dalgairns.) 1861

Goethe's Strasbourg friends and, because of failures in his personal life, as a figure of pathos. The son of a

Holiness John Webster 2003-09-29 Integrating biblical studies, theology, and practical application, John

Lutheran pastor who received a theological education at the university of Koenigsberg, Lenz was a religious

Webster provides a thoroughgoing trinitarian understanding of God's holiness with highly relevant results.

thinker who saw himself as prophet as well as poet. Timothy Pope's Holy Fool is the first study of Lenz to

According to Webster, God's holiness is known not in his simple transcendence but in his gracious and free

consider how Christian faith shaped his literary theory and practice and was responsible for his unwise

relationship to his people. Such holiness finds an echo in the holiness of the Christian community, especially

expectations about the increasingly secular world for which he wrote. phenomenon that was linked to the

in worship and witness, and in the life of the individual disciple. Profound yet readily accessible to a wide

temporary lapses into insanity that he experienced after he was banished, at Goethe's insistence, from the

range of readers, Webster's Holiness offers an ideal entry into reflection on the Christian God.

court and city of Weimar. Pope reveals, however, that a dynamic shift in Lenz's faith had occurred four years

The Spirit over the Earth Gene L. Green 2016-12-31 Though the global center of Christianity has been shifting

before the debacle of Weimar. Coherent statements during those four years concerning the articles of his new

south and east over the past few decades, very few theological resources have dealt with the seismic

faith, and a consistent application of faith to questions of poetry and dramatic theory, indicate that Lenz's

changes afoot. The Majority World Theology series seeks to remedy that lack by gathering well-regarded

contribution to the literary revolution of the 1770s was conditioned as much by a personal religious renewal as

Christian thinkers from around the world to discuss the significance of Christian teaching in their respective

by enthusiasm for the aims and ideals of his generation. Theologically, Lenz's new convictions followed a path

contexts. The contributors to this volume reflect deeply on the role of the Holy Spirit in both the church and

that led away from the neology of the late Enlightenment and pointed not only back to conservative traditions

the world in dialogue with their respective contexts and cultures. Taking African, Asian, and Latin American

but also forward to the Christology of more modern times.

cultural contexts into account gives rise to fresh questions and insights regarding the Spirit's work as

The Great Passion Busch 2004-10-14 Widely regard to be the twentieth century's greatest theologian, Karth

witnessed in the world and demonstrates how the theological heritage of the West is not adequate alone to
address the theological necessities of communities worldwide.
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